Committee Agenda
Planning and Community Development Committee
September 15, 2016 – 10:00 AM
Council Chambers, Grey County Administration Building
1. Call to Order
2. Adoption of the Agenda
3. Declaration of Pecuniary Interest
4. Minutes of Meetings
a. Tourism Advisory Committee minutes dated August 9, 2016
5. Business Arising from the Minutes
a. Minutes of Planning and Community Development Committee meeting
dated August 11, 2016, adopted as presented by Grey County Council on
September 6, 2016
Planning and Community Development Committee minutes dated August
11, 2016
6. Deputations
10:00 AM

David Sugarman, Friends of Camp Oliver Forest
Support to Prohibit ATVs in Camp Oliver Tract

10:20 AM

Andy Nixon and Bruce Newman, West Grey ATV Club
ATVs in Camp Oliver Tract

10:50 AM

Marilyn Rosner
Saugeen Valley Children’s Safety Village

7. Reports – Planning
a. PDR-PCD-31-16 Camp Oliver and Glenelg Klondyke ATV Request
b. By-law Enforcement Officer Report – August 2016
8. Committee Review of Land Use Planning Appeals / Potential Appeals
a. Grey County Active Ontario Municipal Board Appeals File List
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9. Correspondence
a. Bruce Power – Establishment of an Advisory Committee to support the
County of Bruce and Bruce Power’s Economic Development and
Innovation Initiative
b. Receive for Information
i. Intercommunity Bussing – Comments from Grey County
10. Other Business
11. Next Meeting Dates
a. Public Meeting – Wednesday, September 28, 2016 – Misty Meadows OPA
133 42-07-060-OPA-133 (2nd Public Meeting) – Southgate Council
Chambers at 1:00 PM – Proposed Official Plan Amendment to Permit a
General Store
b. Regular Meetings – Thursday, October 13, 2016 at the Grey County
Administration Building
c. Regular Meetings – Thursday, November 10, 2016 or Tuesday, November
15, 2016 at the Grey County Administration Building
12. Adjournment
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Committee Minutes
Tourism Advisory Committee
August 9, 2016 – 9:30 a.m.
The Tourism Advisory Committee met on the above date at Grey Roots Museum and
Archives with the following members in attendance:
Present:

Staff
Present:

Also
Present:

Chair Gary Gingras, Vice Chair Philip Allanson, Councillor Gail Ardiel,
Councillor Barb Clumpus, Jim Halliday, Peter Majewsky and Andrew
Siegwart
Kim Wingrove, CAO; Bryan Plumstead, Manager of Economic
Development and Tourism; Heather Aljoe, Tourism Specialist; and Mary
Jane Hills, Recording Secretary
Councillor Paul McQueen

Call to Order
Chair Gingras called the meeting to order.

Adoption of the Agenda
Two additional agenda items will be added to the agenda under Other Business;
taxation changes to private campgrounds, and selecting a representative to attend an
upcoming Regional Tourism Organization 7 meeting in August.
Moved by: Philip Allanson

Seconded by: Councillor Clumpus

THAT the Agenda for August 9, 2016 Tourism Advisory Committee be
adopted as amended.
Carried

Declaration of Pecuniary Interest
There was none.
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Minutes of Meetings
The minutes from the March 3, 2016 Tourism Advisory Committee are for information
only as they were adopted by the Planning and Community Development Committee on
March 10, 2016 and by Grey County Council on April 5, 2016.

Business Arising from the Minutes
At the last meeting, it had been suggested that a second brochure swap be held in the
southwestern portion of the County since the Grey Bruce brochure swap was being held
in Wiarton. Since that time Grey Highlands hosted a tourism industry speed dating
night that was well attended and filled this need.

Action Plan Updates
The Action Plan was approved by Grey County Council in early July and staff is busy
working on priorities identified in that plan.
Mr. Plumstead spoke about the Action Plan work priorities that were originally aligned
under three full-time and one part-time staff position. Since that time staff changes
have been made and these priorities will now be shared between three full-time staff
positions. A draft task list was distributed that showed staff leads for each Action Plan
Recommendation.
A priority calendar is in draft form that identifies a timeline for work on the plan to be
undertaken during each quarter of the next four years. In addition to the calendar, a
scorecard will be used to track outcomes of each action identified in the plan.
Mrs. Aljoe spoke about the draft marketing plan that has just been received. It was the
result of a two day workshop facilitated by Bannikin in June, and will provide direction
for marketing campaigns and embracing the brand. The summer marketing campaign is
currently underway and the fall marketing plan will start two weeks from now.
The summer campaign has focused on the family market using social media channels.
It has been very successful with a large increase in Facebook likes and downloads of
specially created marketing pieces for the campaign. In order to bring more awareness
to Grey County’s Colour it Your Way tag line, all social media posts are being tagged
with #colourityourway.
A plan is in place for a fall marketing campaign that identifies Grey County as “Ontario’s
Best”. The target market is empty nesters and couples, and will focus heavily on social
media with some print ads, and guest blogs. During this time, Grey County will host
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several media personalities this fall who will experience “Ontario’s Best” and write about
it for immediate on-line social media impact.
Discussions took place and some promotion ideas were identified for staff to pursue.
The importance of marketing to the Visiting Friends and Relatives market was
discussed.
Other Action Plan priority items were discussed including the clean-up of the
stakeholder database which is well underway. Also the department will host an industry
outreach event on September 20. Invitations will be sent out next week. An industry
Facebook group is being planned, with more on that being announced at the meeting.

September 20 Outreach Meeting Planning
Industry Workshops
Mr. Plumstead summarized some industry survey comments provided as part of the
research behind the new Action Plan. These comments will help with planning the
ongoing industry outreach meetings taking place over the next few years. It is important
to understand the needs of industry members and for tourism staff to provide assistance
where it is most needed.
The meeting is expected to attract many participants, from business, municipalities, and
local destination marketing organizations. The agenda will be a mix of providing helpful
information to participants, and learning where Grey County Tourism can best help
business, be that through industry training opportunities, workshops, etc.
It was determined that after the first meeting it would be helpful to hold separate
meetings for business and municipal participants. The municipal meetings could then
focus on items such as setting out roles and responsibilities for the various tourism
groups to better serve business, and signage and infrastructure needs.
Signage was also discussed, with the integration of mobile wayfinding identified as an
area needing improvement.
Philip Allanson and Peter Majewski left the meeting at 11:30 a.m..

Business Survey Metrics and Measurement
One of the goals of the first outreach meeting is to identify what information business
and municipal stakeholders want Grey County to collect, tabulate and return to them,
and at what frequency (e.g. monthly, seasonally, annually). These statistics could
include occupancy rates, length of stays, visitor hometowns, ethnicity, age, interests,
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average spend per sale, etc. The recommended approach is to provide open access to
the results, and to distribute a value-added analysis to those businesses who provide
the information.
Depending on the audience at the meeting, it may be helpful to explain why certain
metrics could be helpful for their business especially if they are planning to expand, sell,
or when making changes to their business offering.

Other Business
Taxation Changes to Private Campgrounds
A letter from the City of Quinte West regarding newly imposed tax changes by the
Canadian Revenue Agency adversely affecting small campgrounds was distributed to
the committee. The changes are making a large impact on privately owned
campgrounds and it is not understood why the changes have been imposed. It is being
seen as an attack on small business. It was discussed that this topic will be brought
forward at the upcoming Association of Municipalities Ontario (AMO) conference.

Regional Tourism Organization 7 Meeting Representation
Regional Tourism Organization 7 is seeking input from Grey County Tourism at its
August 31, 2016 meeting being held at Cranberry Resort for the development of their
2017/2018 Business Plan. Mr. Gingras will check his availability to attend the meeting
on behalf of the Committee.

Other
A free breakfast meeting sponsored by the County of Grey is being held on September
14th with the topic Renew Meaford. Stephen Murray the Economic Development Officer
for the Municipality of Meaford will speak about recent successes with its downtown
improvement initiative. It is a great opportunity to learn and network.
Ontario Small Urban Municipalities (OSUM) conference is coming to Blue Mountain May
3 - 5, 2017. Grey County Economic Development and Tourism should consider hosting
an information table at this conference.

Next Meeting Dates
The next Tourism Advisory Committee meeting will be held in conjunction with the Grey
County Economic Development Committee meeting at a local business on September
21, 2016 at 8:30 a.m. The location of that meeting will be advised in the near future.
A motion to adjourn the meeting was made by Jim Halliday at 12:15 p.m.
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Gary Gingras, Chair
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Committee Report
Report PDR-PCD-31-16
To:
From:
Meeting Date:
Subject:

Chair Mc Queen and Members of the Planning and Community
Development Committee
Sarah Morrison, Intermediate Planner
September 15, 2016
Request for ATV’s in the County’s Camp Oliver and Glenelg
Klondyke Forest Tracts

Status:

Recommendation(s)
WHEREAS a request has been received from the West Grey ATV Club for
permission to ride in the County’s Camp Oliver and Glenelg Klondyke Forest
Tracts where ATV’s are currently not permitted;
AND WHEREAS the proposed ATV use is incompatible with the existing
infrastructure;
AND WHEREAS in order to bring the trail up to appropriate standards to keep the
trail safe for all users and to cover due diligence as the property owner, the costs
would be significant;
AND WHEREAS the proposed use would be outside the parameters of the current
agreement with Grey Sauble Conservation Authority and would result in a
contract renegotiation;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the request from the West Grey ATV
Club to approve the use of ATV’s in the Camp Oliver and Glenelg Klondyke Forest
Tracts be denied.

Background
The West Grey ATV Club sent a letter in August 2015 requesting permission to allow
ATV’s to use the Glenelg Klondyke forest tract and the Camp Oliver forest tract. Currently,
the only forest tract where ATV’s are permitted is the Harkaway forest tract in the
Municipality of Grey Highlands. Over the past 12 months staff have undertaken extensive
evaluation and consultation. There is significant opposition to granting ATV access for the
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reasons outlined in this report.

Glenelg Klondyke Forest Tract
Glenelg Klondyke trails are mainly dirt and lightly graveled trails. The trail design and trail
tread is not compatible with ATV traffic for the following reasons:
 Unsustainable trail tread – The trail would be subject to rutting and erosion if
ATV’s were allowed.
 Trail Design – The trails have been designed for hiking and cross country skiing.
Sight lines, trail width and corners have not been designed to accommodate ATV’S.
One of the more recent capital trails projects was in this forest tract. Trails were regraded
and gates were installed, as well boulders added to prevent the use of ATV’s within the
forest property.
Glenelg Klondyke is also part of a cross country skiing trail system that has been
maintained though a longstanding agreement with the Glenelg Nordic Ski Club. Staff
received comments from the Glenelg Nordic Ski Club on January 21, 2016 regarding the
proposed use and that they did not support the use. Those comments are attached at the
end of this report.
Glenelg Klondyke is also part of the Traverston Creek Forest Provincial Area of Natural
and Scientific Interest (ANSI) known as a high biodiversity area and containing Species at
Risk (SAR).
The West Grey ATV Club has been made aware of the unsuitability of the Glenelg
Klondyke forest tract for ATV’s based on a review of the trail characteristics/conditions and
the current uses of the trail.

Camp Oliver Forest Tract
The Camp Oliver property has a main trail that runs through the property and has many
smaller trails that access different portions of the property, including Black Lake from that
main trail. In 2010, the gravel road type trail system was redesigned with hiking, cycling
and equestrian uses in mind while still incorporating design that would accommodate
forest management. Gates were installed to prevent illegal access by vehicular traffic and
culverts were replaced. Trails were graded and a bench and signage were installed. There
is also a sensitive cold water trout stream on the property.
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Photo 1 – Cold Water Creek – Trout Habitat

Photo 2 – Cold Water Creek – Trout Habitat
PDR-PCD-31-16
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Photo 3 – Hiking Trail

The Request
The West Grey ATV Club currently has their trail following along Southline, which
borders the north side of the Camp Oliver forest tract (see Map 1).
The Club is requesting access to the main trail through the Camp Oliver Tract across
Camp Oliver Road and through the eastern portion of the forest tract (see Map 2).
With regard to the request, in addition to the sensitive areas on the property, there are
areas around the perimeter of the forest where access onto private property may be an
issue and the trails would need to be signed/blocked to prevent this activity.
All County trails are multi-use and therefore there would be no separation of ATV versus
regular trail uses. If approved, a shorter riding period would be recommended because
of the wet weather in the spring and fall. Staff would recommend that an agreement be
drafted similar to the agreement that exists with the Dufferin Grey ATV Club for their use
in the Harkaway Forest Tract.
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Map 1: Camp Oliver Location
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Map 2: Proposed ATV Trail

Consultation
It was necessary to discuss this proposal with all that could be impacted by the use.
Staff discussed the proposal with the Municipality of West Grey, the Saugeen Valley
Conservation Authority (SVCA), the County’s Trails Manager and Forest Manager as
well as circulating the public. Staff also made two separate site visits to the site, once to
consult with neighbours and once with forestry staff. There are no organized groups that
have a formal agreement with the County that use the forest, except for the Snowmobile
Club, which was not circulated as it would not be affected by the request, based on the
proposed seasonal use.
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Consultation Summary
Grey County Trails Manager/Forest
Manager

Neighbours/Public

Municipality of West Grey

Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority
(SVCA)

Key Comment(s)
- Cannot manage proposed use
under existing agreement with
GSCA
- Need a Forest strategy for these
types of requests
- Safety
- Noise
- Incompatibility
- Damage to trails/private property
- Health Concerns
- Has a by-law allowing for ATV’s on
municipal roads
- No complaints received
- No approvals required unless trail
improvements are proposed in their
regulated area
- Access to sensitive areas in the
forest should be blocked for ATV
access

Grey County Trails Manager/Grey County Forest Manager
Currently, Grey Sauble Conservation manages multi-use recreation activities in both the
County Forests and the CP Rail Trail with the following activities permitted.
Grey County Forests offer non-motorized recreation opportunities during the spring,
summer and fall to include activities such as hiking, mountain biking, horseback riding,
hunting and fishing etc. The only motorized use exception during this time period is the
designation of a linear Dufferin Grey ATV Club trail through the Harkaway Forest. Grey
County Forests permit motorized OFSC Snowmobile Trails during the winter months in
select forests across the County.
The Grey County CP Rail Trail offers 12 month multi-use trail access for both motorized
and passive use along a 64km section of rail trail from Dundalk to Sunny Valley Road.
The CP Rail Trail from Sunny Valley Road to Owen Sound is currently designated as a
non-motorized multi-use trail during the spring, summer and fall. During the winter
months, the entire 80 km CP Rail Trail permits motorized OFSC Snowmobile Trails.
It is important to note that the agreement with Grey Sauble Conservation is currently at
capacity to deal with the present complement of permitted activities. Expanding
permitted activities requires many considerations that would be outside of the current
Trails / Recreation agreement.
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Grey Sauble Conservation recommends that the proposed requests not be supported
until the following matters are fully addressed:


Requests for multi-use motorized ATV access in both Grey County Forests and
the CP Rail Trail are increasing. Grey County does not have a policy or guideline
in place to deal with requests for changes in permitted activities. A policy or
guideline is needed to address some of the following concerns:
o Who are the current users of the area and is the request compatible?
o Can the current infrastructure accommodate the requested use / what are
the costs for upgrades and long term maintenance?
o Will the increase in activity require additional staff resources to monitor
and maintain proper multi-use compatibility? This area of concern is often
overlooked as clubs assist with policing their own activities but only the
County can manage the compatibility of all users.
o Are there any environmental concerns such as species at risk, potential
access to sensitive areas and carrying capacity etc.?
o What is the long term plan for the area and is the proposed activity
compatible?
o What are the liability and insurance concerns?
o Can the requested activity be accommodated in other locations?

The above matters have been discussed with Grey Sauble Conservation. In order to
address the above matters, the plan is to work on an overall Recreational Trail Strategy
and Policy which will help deal with the future requests for changes in permitted
activities and will help focus future recreational trail improvements. Once a draft has
been completed this will be presented to Committee/Council later this year or early next
year.

Neighbours/Public
New residents will be affected should the Camp Oliver request be approved. Within the
area of the forest property and the location of the new trail approximately 3-4 new
properties will be affected in that they would have ATV’s in close proximity to them
where they previously had not. However, based on conversations with the neighbours
there could be other nearby residences affected by this request as well. With illegal use
occurring in the forest currently, more than 4 residences noted that they are already
affected by ATV use. Staff received a number of emails and phone calls from more than
14 local residents.
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A letter was sent out to residents (those who were immediately adjacent to the forest
properties, either abutting or across the road) on December 17, 2015 and comments
were received until January 15, 2016. Additional comments were also received after the
site visit with neighbours on April 20, 2016.
Based on a number of concerns raised by the neighbours staff determined that a site
visit would be appropriate to examine areas of concern that were raised. Given the
timing of the comments it was necessary to wait until snow had melted and the request
was deferred until the spring when staff could attend the site. An email was sent out on
January 21, 2016 to those who provided comments to inform them of this deferral and
indicating that when the report was prepared and being presented they would be
notified.
Staff met with a number of neighbours at the forest property on April 20, 2016. Many
issues of concern were raised including the existing illegal use of the trails by ATV’s.
ATV damage was evident on site with obvious breaches of the gates and considerable
rutting on the trail surfaces. In addition to the existing issues of illegal use by ATV’s the
neighbours also cited concerns of compatibly, introducing access to sensitive areas and
habitat and safety issues. Most of these users indicated that they use the property on a
daily basis. It was evident when attending the site that the natural component of the
forest was very appealing for those that wanted to see and hear wildlife (both flora and
fauna), and to enjoy the beauty of the site. These individuals care deeply about this site,
and would consider themselves, to a certain degree, caretakers of the site. When asked
by staff if they would use the site if ATV’s were permitted, most indicated that they
would not.

PDR-PCD-31-16
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Photo 5, 6, 7 & 8 – Trail Damage from Illegal ATV Use.
As noted above, the trail was redesigned for hiking, cycling and equestrian users.
There are certain incompatibilities with introducing a motorized use on a trail that
accommodates these other uses (i.e. equestrian uses). Staff were told that if ATV’s
were permitted they would no longer allow their children to take their horses or bikes
into the forest, they would no longer hike in the forest and it would likely detract from
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other users coming to this site. There is a camp on Camp Oliver Road that offers many
camps during the summer months to large groups of children, they often use the forest
for activities. A formal comment wasn’t received from the Camp, however this could be
based on timing of circulation, the information regarding the camp was provided by the
neighbours.
Additional concerns were raised about the safety of crossing at Camp Oliver Road as
there is a hill at the crossing and residents noted that speed limits are often not adhered
to and that sight lines are limited and this could result in collision of vehicular traffic and
ATV’s. The neighbours noted that the helmets and noise made by the ATV’s could
inhibit the ability to hear if a vehicle is coming.

Photos 9 & 10 – Camp Oliver Road Crossing and Sightlines
In addition to the neighbours that took the time to meet with staff, we received a number
of written comments from other neighbouring landowners, most of whom strongly
oppose the proposed use. These letters are attached as appendices at the end of this
report. The issues of concern raised in these comments were:






Safety for equestrians
Noise and air pollution
Littering
Illegal camping/parties
Loss of natural beauty because of mis-use by non-residents
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Parking, inability to accommodate large trailers that tow ATV’s, not safe to park
on Southline or Camp Oliver Road
Not adhering to the trail, entering prohibited areas or creating new trails,
obtaining access to private property
Allowing ATV’s takes away from the current users and why they use the forest
ATV’s can damage the trails
Disruption of flora and fauna and their habitat
Proposed use is not compatible with the existing uses
Loss of property value
Stress to neighbours – trespassing, noise, etc.
ATV Club has sufficient routes available
Safety for existing users and wildlife
Notification needs to be improved, it should include other users not just
neighbouring property owners.
More information should have been included in the letter (i.e. applicant, terms of
use, duration of any agreement, discussion of risks and benefits)
If approved there should be an effort to quantify how many existing users it
displaces.
Improvements done in 2010 were to attract non-vehicular users, this proposed
use would reduce the effectiveness of those efforts.
Trespassing
Speeding
Road surface damage
Wardening would not cover the speed, noise and trespassing issues
Most issues with ATV’s require police intervention and wardens cannot enforce
Crossing at Camp Oliver Road is not safe, short sight lines for northbound traffic,
increase in collision
Fire hazards (vehicle exhaust and discarded cigarettes)
Policing will be difficult as ATV’s are mobile
ATV’s already have the roads, they should not be given permission to access
fragile and endangered forests.
Already an ATV issue; no concern for flora, fauna, water and animals
As a woman, feels unsafe in the winter when approached by large groups of men
on snowmobiles, often they are drinking, avoids the forest in the winter months;
will not go in at all if ATV’s are permitted in non-winter months
Vandalism; has occurred by ATV users
Will not be a forest, if motorized vehicles are permitted in all the time
Home security
Safety of children at the camp
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Damage to the gates done by illegal ATV users
Would welcome ATV club, if it meant ‘renegade’ users would be kept in line, or
become obsolete
Not compatible

It is necessary to consider the impact to the target user group in which the trails were
originally designed. A strong opposition has been noted and many have indicated that
they would no longer use the forest for such intended uses.

The West Grey ATV Club
The West Grey ATV Club has become an organized club under the OFATV (Ontario
Federation of All Terrain Vehicles) umbrella. They have provided proof of insurance
coverage of $15,000,000 which covers all members with valid permits. As well the Club
has been able to establish a trail system within the Municipality of West Grey to include
municipal roads and private lands having landowner agreements.
OFATV also has an established Warden system in order to patrol sanctioned OFATV
trails. Club members are provided with training as well as what authority the Wardens
do and do not have in relation to trail users. They are not able to lay charges, but can
report unauthorized activities to the police. They can request riders who do not have a
valid permit to leave the trail and direct them where to purchase a permit. The Warden
program also provides tips on customer service and outlines the Occupiers Liability Act,
Off-Road Vehicles Act and Trespass to Property Act. Wardens will be representing Grey
County while on its property and thus exercising the County’s rights under the Trespass
to Property Act.
We have agreements with other ATV Clubs in the County that are under the umbrella of
the OFATV. The OFATV are familiar with the County’s agreement process and
insurance requirements.

West Grey
The Municipality does not have an agreement with the West Grey ATV Club. West Grey
has a by-law that permits ATV’s on maintained West Grey roads.
West Grey had not received any complaints until the County circulated their letter of
notification in December and there was only one complaint based on that letter.
West Grey Police Chief, Rene Berger, indicated that his only concern was the potential
cost implication for the West Grey Police Service to enforce applicable by-laws due to
increased ATV activity that will likely result in the extension of the ATV trail at the Camp
Oliver Tract.
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Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority (SVCA)
SVCA have indicated that they don’t regulate ATV use and permission to use the
existing trail for such a use would not be required.
They did note that portions of the existing trail are subject to the SVCA’s Development,
Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines and Watercourses Regulation
(Ontario Regulation 169/06, as amended).Should works be required to alter or improve
the trail in anticipation of allowing ATV use on the property, and those works are within
the Regulated Area, the SVCA should be contacted as permission may be required.
The SVCA agrees that blocking access to sensitive areas may be beneficial to ensure
the integrity of the sensitive areas on the property are not compromised.

Comparison to Harkaway
In 2010 a request was made for the use of the Harkaway Tract by the Dufferin Grey
ATV Club. The Harkaway Tract is a 362 acre forest property owned by the County. It is
located in the Municipality of Grey Highlands (Euphrasia); it is comprised of a conifer
plantation and hardwood forest, there are some wetlands on the property, including two
lakes which are located away from the main trail system.
The request by DGATV Club was to use the main trail from Euphrasia-Holland Townline
through the forest and pick up their trail onto Sideroad 10A. This ungated trail was used
for many years prior to the establishment of the ATV trail as a “road” by local vehicular
traffic, it was a primitive logging road used during forest management activities. The
suitability of the site for ATV’s required significant work. The forest had minimal
improvements or formally established trails. There was an existing agreement with the
OFSC to allow for the local snowmobile club to maintain 2.5 km of trail in the Winter
months.
The Planning and Community Development Committee decided that if certain
improvements were completed (grading, fill, gates, etc.), at the expense of the Club
then they would consider a trial period. The Club was unable to finish all the upgrades
necessary in one year; instead they were completed over the next 2-3 years. In 2012 a
trial year was granted for use and it was granted again in 2013. In 2014 a more
permanent agreement was signed by the Club and is currently under review.
The existing agreement has a shortened season (May long weekend to October 15), as
the forest property sometimes can remain wet longer in the spring months because of
the tree cover.
The Harkaway forest request is different from the Camp Oliver request. The Harkaway
Tract had minimal improvements (i.e. trails, gates, benches, etc.), it had not been
PDR-PCD-31-16
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improved with a certain user in mind, and it had been used locally by vehicular traffic
with a road/trail that would, with improvements, be able to accommodate ATV usage.
In 2010, the Camp Oliver Forest Tract was improved and targeted for hikers, cyclists
and equestrians, it’s been gated and signed and benches have been installed.
Currently, there is regular reported damage created by illegal ATV use. In addition to
the intended use, the agreement that the County has with GSCA for monitoring the
property does not have the capacity to accommodate this additional use. Staff are
recommending that the request from the West Grey ATV Club be refused.

Conclusion
Should Council support the request, it is recommended that permission be granted on a
trial basis from June 1, 2017 to October 15, 2017 subject to the following conditions
being addressed:










The West Grey ATV Club covers 100% of the costs associated with the
necessary upgrades to the trail;
That the work outlined in Report PDR-PCD-31-16 be completed prior to the
Camp Oliver forest tract being open to ATV usage;
A risk management assessment be completed by a qualified person from the
Ontario Federation of All Terrain Vehicles (OFATV) prior to ATV’s being
permitted to use the trail;
That any damage to the trail during the ATV riding season shall be remedied by
members of the West Grey ATV Club and the trail shall be restored to its original
condition;
A plan shall be presented to County staff outlining what the Club shall do in the
event of wet conditions on the trail in order to maintain the safety and integrity of
the trail;
That a land use agreement be completed based on the above noted conditions.

Financial/Staffing/Legal/Information Technology Considerations
County Staff have recently drafted similar agreements for other ATV clubs and would
have the necessary components and templates, including clauses and insurance
requirements to have the proper protection for both the Club and the County.
In previous years the County has spent money as much as $10,000 to repair trails
within the County Forests where unauthorized activities including dirt biking, 4X4’s and
ATV’s had created numerous ruts and holes within the existing trail systems.
The annual budget for forest property upgrades is approximately $13,000 this often
includes gates and/or barricades to prevent the unauthorized use of the trails by offPDR-PCD-31-16
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road vehicles. Camp Oliver was upgraded with new gates and benches, signage and
trail grading in 2010 with a total cost of $19,260.00 + HST. The improvements included
the re-grading of the main trail loop, installation of access gates, replacement of several
culverts and establishment of a small ten vehicle parking lot.
If the Committee’s direction is to allow for this use in the forest tract a full assessment of
the property would be required to determine an exact costing. This request would
include side-by-side ORV’s, without mirrors these vehicles can be up to 2.03 metres.
Currently the trails would be insufficient to accommodate a width where two of these
vehicles would meet, and that doesn’t take into consideration the other uses that could
be occurring on the trail. It would be necessary to upgrade trails to an appropriate width.
In addition to the trail grading there are a number of internal trails that would need gates
installed to restrict access, at minimum gate installation would be $8,000.00. In all
likelihood, this would be considerably more, as the neighbours indicated and site visits
confirmed, that there were many other access points. Also the gates that are currently
at the main access point would need to be removed to allow for the side-by-side
vehicles, the modification of the existing gate would be obsolete as it would be wide
enough for most other sized vehicles. Regardless of gate modification or removal, the
necessary change to allow side-by-sides would allow for other vehicle traffic (i.e. trucks,
cars, etc.) to have access to the trail system, and therefore would require increased
monitoring. Given the recent improvements done in this tract and the expense made by
the County, staff recommend that any costs required for the improvements be borne by
the Club.
In addition to the actual cost to accommodate the new use, GSCA staff have indicated
that they do not have the capacity within the confines of their existing agreement to
monitor this proposed use within the forest property. Generally tracts are reviewed two
to three times per year. However, it would be necessary to increase monitoring to at
least a weekly or bi-weekly review and on a complaint basis for this one individual
property.
If it was to be a consideration by Committee, it would be necessary to either renegotiate
the existing agreement with GSCA to hire additional staff, or to hire new staff outside of
that agreement. This could increase costs significantly; this type of staffing position
could be estimated to be $60,000 annually, with benefits.
All County trails are multi-use and therefore there would be no separation of ATV versus
regular trail uses. If approved, a shorter riding period would be recommended because
of the wet weather in the spring and fall. Staff would recommend that an agreement be
drafted similar to the agreement that exists with the Dufferin Grey ATV Club for their use
in the Harkaway Forest Tract.
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Link to Strategic Goals/Priorities
3.5 Protect conserve natural and cultural heritage resources and landscapes, including
those that offer scenic and habitat preservation.
3.7 Continue to implement the Grey County Recreational Trails Strategy and seek
opportunities to work with others to expand the county-wide trails network. Respectfully
submitted by,
Sarah Morrison, Hons. BA, MCIP, RPP
Intermediate Planner
Director Sign Off: Randy Scherzer

Appendices
Neighbour comments.
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August 2016 Grey County By Law Enforcement Report
Eight intent to cuts applications were received and approved during the month of August.
Eighteen site visits were conducted during this time, including both operations and post-harvest
inspections.
Breakdown of the applications were:
Town of Blue Mountains – 0
West Grey – 2
Grey Highlands – 1
Georgian Bluffs – 1
Meaford – 1
Chatsworth – 3
Southgate – 0
Grey County Forests Report
No current forestry operations at this time.
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Grey County Planning Active Ontario Municipal Board (OMB) Appeals File List – September 9, 2016
Municipality

File Number /
Name

File Type

Town of
The Blue
Mountains

42T-2012-01 – Plan of
Eden
Subdivision
Oak/Trailshead

Town of
The Blue
Mountains

2016 Town of
The Blue
Mountains
Official Plan

New Official Plan

Status / Links to Documents

Consultants /
Groups
Involved

The Applicant has submitted an appeal based on the
DC Slade
County not making a decision within 180 days of
Consulting
receiving the Plan of Subdivision application. The
Applicant has also appealed the non-decision from the
Town regarding the zoning by-law amendment and the
local official plan amendment. Staff have circulated the
appeal package to the Board. County staff will explore
options with the Town including negotiating potential
minutes of settlement with the Applicant. Pre-hearing
was held on August 11th. Board Hearing scheduled the
week of April 3rd, 2017.
The Town of The Blue Mountains Official Plan was
N/A
approved by the County on June 21, 2016. The Plan
was subsequently appealed by six parties. Addendum
to Report PDR-PCD-22-16 Blue Mountains Official Plan
presented at the August 11, 2016 Planning and
Community Development Committee meeting as a
summary of the appeals and to determine the County’s
future role in the appeals.

Appellants /
Participants

County Involvement
or Party Status *

County
Staff
Involved

Eden Oak Trailshead
Inc.

Based on the OMB
Attendance
guidelines, the
County would be a
Party at any future
hearings.

Randy

1. Ivi Xhelili
2. Tomson Xhelili
3. Elisabeth Ecker
Vanderploeg
4. Dinaz Dadyburjor
5. Gerard Borean,
Parente Borean
LLP, on behalf of
Eden Oak
(Trailshead) Inc.
6. Quinto M. Annibale,
Loopstra Nixon LLP,
on behalf of
MacPherson
Builders (Blue
Mountains) Limited

Addendum to Report Scott
PDR-PCD-22-16
Blue Mountains
Official Plan will be
presented at the
August 11, 2016
Planning and
Community
Development
Committee meeting
to determine the
County’s future role
in the appeals.

*County involvement and party status will generally be in accordance with the guidelines established in Report PDR-PCD-08-13 – see GreyDocs link below:
PDR-PCD-08-13 Ontario Municipal Board Attendance
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Bruce Power and County of Bruce launch regional
economic development and innovation initiative
TIVERTON, ON – August 4, 2016 – Bruce Power and the County of Bruce have teamed up to
establish and support a new regional economic development and innovation initiative. The goal of
the initiative is to leverage economic opportunities for local communities given the multi-year,
multi-billion investment program announced by Bruce Power last December.
“Given the large-scale investment, training and job creation opportunities of Bruce Power’s multiyear investment program, we all recognized the importance of establishing a consolidated, coordinated approach to economic development as it relates to the company’s investment activities
and other opportunities for innovation,” said Kelley Coulter, Bruce County’s Chief Administrative
Officer. “Bruce Power has always had a positive and engaging working relationship with its
neighbours. This approach is not only practical but will be viewed as a model across the province
as something very unique and innovative.”
A jointly funded Business Investment Specialist position has been established to create a single
interface to facilitate a range of economic development and innovation ideas as part of the multiyear investment program at Bruce Power, in addition to the company’s core economic impact
through operations. Stellina Williams, the County’s new Business Investment Specialist, will
progress and facilitate the initiative, which will be launched at an Economic Development and
Innovation Summit in Kincardine on Sept. 14.
An Advisory Committee with representatives from Bruce, Grey and Huron Counties will also be
established in the Fall, with the goal of bringing together key leaders and organizations from
across the region to support the development of a strategic plan and interim actions to advance a
number of immediate opportunities. The goal of this Advisory Committee will be to provide input
and advice on the development and implementation of a strategy, while also serving as a
resource to facilitate opportunities.
“To be successful with our multi-year investment program it’s essential we work together as we
are all in this together,” said James Scongack, Bruce Power’s Vice President, Corporate Affairs.
“We have a shared responsibility to ensure we are looking at the many opportunities available to
us to both enhance economic development in the region and also position the site for long-term
success.
“This initiative will bring together our region in a way that will allow us to leverage the important
opportunities this multi-year investment program could provide communities for many years.”

Background
On Sept. 14, Bruce Power and the County of Bruce will be hosting an Economic Development
and Innovation Summit in Kincardine to formally launch the initiative, which will bring together
both the Advisory Committee and key community leaders. The Summit will also feature a number
of guest speakers including Robert Lavigne, OMERS Managing Director, Economic Research;
Michael Fenn, former Ontario Deputy Minister and OMERS AC Director; and Mike Rencheck,
President and CEO of Bruce Power.
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In 2015, Bruce Power and the Independent Electricity System Operator secured a long-term
agreement that will see Bruce Power provide 6,300 megawatts through 2063 through a multi-year
investment program known as Major Component Replacement. According to a joint study
released by the Ontario Building and Construction Trades Council of Ontario, Southwest
Economic Alliance, Canadian Manufacturers & Exporters, The Society of Energy Professionals
and the Power Workers’ Union, the investment will annually secure 18,000 jobs directly and
indirectly from operations, and an additional 3,000 to 5,000 jobs annually on the Bruce Power
site, injecting billions into Ontario’s economy.
About Bruce Power
Bruce Power operates the world’s largest operating nuclear generating facility and is the source
of 30 per cent of Ontario’s electricity. The company's site in Tiverton, Ontario, is home to eight
CANDU reactors. Formed in 2001, Bruce Power is an all-Canadian partnership among Borealis
Infrastructure Trust Management (a division of the Ontario Municipal Employees Retirement
System), TransCanada, the Power Workers’ Union and The Society of Energy Professionals. A
majority of Bruce Power's employees are also owners in the business.
About County of Bruce
Bruce County is an upper tier municipality of 64,000 residents across eight (8) member
municipalities. In addition to being home to Bruce Power, the County has a diverse geography
including the UNESCO Niagara Escarpment World Biosphere of Bruce Peninsula with in excess
of 200 kilometers of shoreline. In 2016, Bruce County was nominated for a national award with
the Institute of Public Administration of Canada for innovative management and public service
practices.

For further information, please contact:
John Peevers – 519-361-6583
Bruce Power Duty Media – 519-361-6161
For updated Bruce Power photos and b-roll video, please visit our Media Kit page.
Kelley Coulter, CAO, Corporation of the County of Bruce – 519-881-1291
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August 15, 2016
RE: Establishment of an Advisory Committee to support the County of Bruce and Bruce
Power’s economic development and innovation initiative
On August 4, 2016, Bruce Power and the County of Bruce launched a regional economic
development and innovation initiative to leverage economic opportunities for local
communities in response to the multi-year, multi-billion investment program announced by
Bruce Power last December.
This joint initiative includes the establishment of an Advisory Committee which is designed to
bring together key leaders and organizations from across the region to provide information,
recommendations and support on the development and implementation of a nuclear
investment strategy. In addition, Committee members will serve as a resource to the Business
Investment Specialist, to help coordinate and facilitate investment opportunities.
We invite you to identify two (2) representatives from your respective areas that will best
represent your region on the Advisory Committee. Please provide these names to Stellina
Williams (swilliams@brucecounty.on.ca) by Wednesday, August 31, 2016.
In addition to establishing the Advisory Committee, we are hosting an Economic Development
and Innovation Summit which will provide an introduction to the initiative and an opportunity
to engage with the broader economic development community. Once you have identified your
Advisory Committee representatives, we will be sure they are included on the invitee list for the
event (if they have not already been invited).
The first Advisory Committee meeting will convene in the fall, following the Summit, and will
focus on the Advisory Committee’s objectives, function, and outcomes. It will also include a
discussion on next steps resulting from Summit outcomes. The Committee will meet quarterly
on pre-determined dates with an opportunity for investment specific sub-groups to be created
as needed.
Our collective efforts are critical to the success of this initiative and we look forward to working
with you as we move forward.
Regards,

James Scongack
VP, Corporate Affairs, Bruce Power

Kelley Coulter
CAO, County of Bruce
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Office of the CAO
595 9th Avenue East, Owen Sound Ontario N4K 3E3
519-376-2205 / 1-800-567-GREY / Fax: 519-376-8998
August 31, 2016
Ms. Anita Hooper
Ministry of Transportation
Passenger Transportation Office
College Park 30th Suite 3000,
777 Bay Street
Toronto ON M7A 2J8
via e-mail anita.hooper@ontario.ca

Dear Ms. Hooper:
Re: Intercommunity Bussing – Comments from Grey County
Affordable inter-municipal transportation is urgently required in southwestern
Ontario. At present, the vast majority of residents of Grey County have very limited
transportation options beyond the operation of a private vehicle. It is our view that
current regulations pose significant impediments to improvements to this dire situation.
The County of Grey is highly supportive of the removal of market entry controls which
would allow new entrants into the market and service innovations which could improve
service levels and/or drive down per ride costs and improve profitability for the service
providers. This more flexible and open market should operate within a reasonable
system that ensures all vehicles used to transport people are safe and properly insured.
In May 2014 Grey County contracted Lough Barnes to complete a Transportation Study
to investigate the rural transportation services that were currently offered and identify
options that could enhance the service to citizens. The study revealed there is unused
capacity within the transportation services provided by health and social services
agencies; however limitations around eligibility criteria are a barrier to those who have
the greatest need for transportation services and to achieving higher utilization rates.
With the assistance of a $100k grant from MTO, Grey County and Home and
Community Support Services Grey Bruce (HCSS), Beaver Valley Outreach and the
Meaford Handivan have launched a coordinated rural transportation pilot to help seniors
and people with disabilities find affordable transit. The MOVIN’GB pilot uses technology
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to efficiently coordinate local transit providers and free up more vehicles for other
clients. The pilot runs through the first quarter of 2017 and early results show a
significant increase in ridership and a high degree of client satisfaction with the service.
We intend to review the results of the pilot with the aim to expand and enhance the
service if a means can be found to do this.
While leveraging the investments in transportation that have been made by the health
and social services agencies is a start, we continually hear from our residents that this
is not enough. Our economy has changed. With the rise in precarious work and the
increased cost of living it is very difficult for a growing segment of the population to
afford both a place to live and costs of owning and operating a vehicle. We have people
looking for work or wishing to participate in post-secondary training as well as
employers looking for employees. Seniors who wish to stay in their homes and
maintain a decent quality of life, need to access to transportation to shop and participate
in community events. Regular, affordable connections between Grey County
communities and larger centres like London, Guelph and Toronto would make a
significant difference to Grey County’s economic development and tourism initiatives,
our ability to retain youth and to attract young families and new Canadians who
otherwise feel cut off from services and experiences they require.
Grey County supports the position of Oxford County and the Western Ontario Wardens
Caucus that in the long term, to be effective, public transportation in southwestern
Ontario needs an integrated public transportation master plan.
Yours truly,

Kim Wingrove
Chief Administrative Officer
(519) 372-0219 ext. 1292
kim.wingrove@grey.ca
www.grey.ca

cc: intercitybus@ontario.ca
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REPORT TO:

SAUGEEN MOBILITY & REGIONAL TRANSIT BOARD OF DIRECTORS

FROM:

ROGER COOK, MANAGER

DATE:

AUGUST 21, 2016

REPORT:

RAC2016-18

SUBJECT:

COUNTY FUNDING OF SMART

REPORT:
Currently, SMART provides a vital public transportation service for the vulnerable residents of 9
lower-tier municipalities in Bruce and Grey Counties. There are many vulnerable residents (and
families) in other areas of Bruce and Grey Counties who currently have no transit service and could
benefit from having a specialized transit service.
Over the past few years, I have become increasingly convinced that the funding and governance of
SMART more properly belongs at the upper-tier level where service to residents can be expanded to
cover the entire Bruce-Grey area and relieve the lower tier municipalities of the cost of operating this
vital service while extending service to areas that do not as yet have specialized transit services for
their vulnerable residents.
At the June 2015 CAO Roundtable, the CAOs of the member municipalities discussed this idea and
were quite supportive.
Additionally, given the rise of the Bruce Grey Ride initiative, moving SMART to the county level seems
more important and imperative. Bruce Grey Ride’s long term vision involves (even hinges on)
expanding SMART’s mandate to provide service beyond the physically and mentally challenged
clientele it currently serves. Expanding SMART’s mandate will require more funding, something the
lower tier municipalities may feel they are not able to afford. The most efficient and effective way for
Bruce Grey Ride to achieve its goals and maximize its success is for the two counties to have a
transportation system that they control.
Moving SMART to the county level will change nothing about how SMART functions or is structured.
SMART would continue to operate as a stand-alone corporation. None of SMART’s employees would
become county employees. All that would change is the source of funding and governance – Grey
and Bruce Counties will provide funding and directors. Presumably, most current directors would
return.
While it would be most efficient if SMART took over the specialized transit services in Owen Sound
and Meaford that is not critical. At the very least, SMART would be expanded to provide specialized
transit to the 3 municipalities in Bruce and 3 municipalities Grey that do not currently have any
service.
SMART would continue to provide ridership statistics for each lower-tier municipal area so usage can
be seen at the local level.
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I would suggest an initial operational funding of $20.00 per household (2016 dollars) which would
amount to $732,400 for Bruce County and $925,860 for Grey (assuming Meaford and Owen Sound
were included) or $621,680 if Meaford and Owen Sound are excluded.
I propose subsequent funding be based on a new funding model of 30% households/70% ridership
since household counts give a more accurate view of a municipality’s ability to raise revenue.
I would also propose a phase-in of county funding over a 3 year period where the lower-tier
municipalities would reimburse the upper-tiers to assist in the transition. I propose a 75%
reimbursement in year 1, 50% in year 2 and 25% in year 3.

BRUCE COUNTY
Bruce County would be a very straightforward transition since SMART is the only public transit system
in Bruce County.
Expanding service to South Bruce, North Bruce Peninsula and South Bruce Peninsula would require
purchasing 2 adapted vans and a 9 passenger adapted bus which would have a one-time cost to Bruce
County of about $200,000.

GREY COUNTY
Grey County is somewhat more complicated because Owen Sound and Meaford have existing public
transit services.
According to Kevin Dowling at the MTO, statistics can only be submitted by one transit service (most
likely because local populations would get counted twice). If Owen Sound and Meaford wish to keep
their public transit service connections with the MTO, then they must submit all their ridership
statistics. This does not preclude SMART from providing the service – SMART could provide the
service under contract and provide ridership statistics to them – but any contract would have to
include a provision to capture a portion of the Gas Tax funding that would not be flowing directly to
SMART.
The benefit to this arrangement would be that SMART would not automatically have to achieve “fee
parity” with either municipality as long as the end user enjoyed “fee parity” within that municipality.
This would be achieved by invoicing each municipality for the rides provided by SMART.
Expansion of service to municipalities in Grey County with no existing public transit service (Grey
Highlands, Blue Mountains and Georgian Bluffs) would be the same as in Bruce County.
Initially, 2 9 passenger adapted buses and 2 adapted vans would be needed to serve these 3
municipalities with a one-time cost to Grey County of about $280,000. If Owen Sound and Meaford
were part of the package, there would need to be some additional equipment purchased.
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Transportation is a significant issue in all rural areas and the Bruce-Grey area is no exception. It is
fairly well documented that the biggest obstacle to medical care in rural areas is affordable
transportation.
If the counties want to have a transportation system that can serve their residents and be expanded
in the future then they need to have a transit service that they control and are funding.
A co-operatively operated specialized public transit service in Bruce and Grey Counties could very well
be a model for the province and would provide a quality, dependable transportation service to the
residents of the Bruce-Grey district.

RECOMMENDATION:
None.

Respectfully submitted,

Roger Cook
Manager
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